72 Students and Scholars from Spain at Northwestern

10 Undergraduate
10 Masters
5 Doctoral
47 Scholars*

*Scholars category includes visiting faculty, researchers, post-doctoral fellows and lecturers

190 Northwestern Students in Spain

158 Undergraduate
32 Graduate

142 undergraduate students on study abroad, 16 Women’s Basketball athletes on short-term trip, 7 MBA and 2 Law students on exchange programs, and 23 MBA students on short study trip

PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Global Learning Office

Spanish Language and Culture in Barcelona: Undergraduate summer program at Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF). Students take courses in Spanish language and culture, focusing on the city of Barcelona and the region of Catalonia.

Kellogg School of Management

ESADE Business School: MBA exchange
Universidad de Navarra - IESE Business School: MBA exchange

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law

Instituto de Empresa - IE Law School: Student exchange, JD-LLM dual degree program, LLB-LLM dual degree program

330+ Alumni based in Spain